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A surprising number of state electric regulatory commissions (half) have
started to require consideration of environmental externality costs in utility planning
and resource selectiono

The principal rationale for doing so is that electric utility operations impose very real
and large damages to human health and the environment which are not taken into
account by traditional utility least cost planning, resource selection procedures, or by
government pollution regulationo These failures effectively value the residual
environmental costs to society ofutility operations at zeroo The likely future prospect
for more stringent governmental pollution regulation renders imprudent the selection
of resources without taking environmental externality costs into consideration..

Most regulatory commissions requiring envrronmentalexternality consideration have
left it to the' utilities to compute the societal costs, although a few have either set
those costs themselves or used a proxy adder to polluting resource costs (or bonus
for resources).. These commissions have used control or pollution
AAJ\..i'.IIi..A.F!'-'IIoIl..Il.V'AA costs, rather than societal damage costs, in their regulatory computations..

recommends that damage costs be used where adequate studies exist to
quantification, discusses the methodologies for their measurement, and

describes the means that have been and might be used for their inoorporationo

INTRODUCTION

Int~ern~allZJn,g the environmental costs imposed on
by VVJ!.Jl."",,",'J!.1.::I 'looJl.III.A_~ol'oJlWo..lI.JIi. putting costs

in the is the wave of the future in
ad(lr~;Sl11U! environmental like water
and toxies Government of
nnBh*ill?'tn-n has to be to address
the severe to the posed by global
warming, acid urban smog and toxic contami-
nation of Ollr water and food supplies" All these
environmental insults take place despite the array of
ii.Vp;.,U.A1I.4Il..Il.'U'.'a.Jl.1.::I designed to control them"

For in the United States, even after the
Clean Air Act revisions presently being considered

the D..S.. Congress are enacted (with all
their attendant compromises), substantial

environmental costs still will be imposed on society
by residual impacts not controlled, many of which
would be economic to address from a societal
viewpoint.. Inevitably economic growth, in both
developing and industrialized countries, receives
higher government priority and outpaces govern
mental efforts to control pollution or require
switching to less polluting industrial resources"

Governments are just starting to consider supple...
menting pollution regulation with pollution taxes or
fees that will introduce into the marketplace prices
that reflect the damages to society inflicted by
polluting resources. The OBeD has recently
published a review of pollution levies, indicating a
total of 85 pollution taxing regimens in six of its
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principal countries (Economist 1989). Germany,
France and Holland impose waste water effiuent
charges ($2, $9 & $39 per capita respectively);
Switzerland imposes extra landing fees on noisy
aircraft; and Sweden and Norway require returnable
deposits on automobile bodies to prevent their
being dumped. West Germany is considering an
auto tax based on tailpipe exhausts (Ibid). And the
U.S. House of Representatives' Ways & Means
Committee just held hearings on pollution taxes
(March 6, 7 & 14, 1990).

The marketplace could be a powerful influence on
industrial decisionmaking as it affects the environ
ment. If industry were required to pay the costs
imposed on society by its pollution, economics
would dictate the choice of more environmentally
benign resources.

The environmental organizations, which historically
have resisted pricing environmental impacts on
grounds that it would constitute a licence to pollute,
have now embraced the idea. Daniel Dudek of the
Environmental Defense nd is a leading advocate
of marketplace treatment of pOllution, and he
helped draft the Administration's Clean Air Act
proposal to create emissions trading rights.

It is remarkable that the conservative electric utility
industry, and its usually equally cautious utility
regulatory commissions, have pioneered in applying
marketplace principles to valuation of environ
mental externalities.. In twenty-six juriSdictions,
utility regulatory commissions have started formal
consideration of incorporating these externalties
into utility planning and resource selection
procedures..

SIGNIFICANCE OF UTILITY CONm
S E TI OF 0 NTAL
EXTERNALITY COSTS

Until recently, most u.tilities throughout the country
have selected their supply and demand side
resources on a least cost basis, without regard to the
very real environmental costs imposed on society"
The utilities and regulatory commissions have pro
ceeded on the basis that full compliance with all
applicable environmental laws and regulations is
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sufficient. This effectively assigns the very substan
tial residual environmental externality costs a value
of zero.

As difficult as it is to fix exact dollar figures on
environmental damages, one always has to come
back to the basic tenet that "A crude approximation,
made as exact as possible and changed over time to
reflect new information, would be preferable to the
manifestly unjust approximation caused by ignoring
these costs" (Bland 1986) and thus valuing residual
environmental damages at zero..

Incorporation of the dollar values of environmental
externalities in utility resource selection procedures
will enable utilities and regulators to take environ
mental costs into account in making resource
acquisition decisions.. In practical terms, the result
will be to make to encourage utilities to invest in
more environmentally benign resources..

UTILITIES AND COMMISSIONS
SHOULD CONSIDER ENVIRONos
MENTAL EXTERNALITY COSTS

It could be argued that consideration of
environmental externalities should be addressed
solely by pollution controls, taxes or fees enacted by
Congress and state legislatures rather than by utility
actions and regulatory commission orders affecting
resource selection. Indeed, environmental costs are
addressed only through legislated regulation for
other industries such as automobile and chemical
manufacturing, smelting, etc.

National pollution fees could internalize environ
mental externality costs for all polluting sources,
thus sending correct price signals to the marketplace
universally. Of course, complete regulation,
eliminating all pollution that is economically
acceptable, would also internalize environmental
externality costs0 Neither is likely to happen,
however.. Complete economic pollution controls are
likely to be politically unfe~sible. National pollution
taxes or fees are unlikely to be enacted at present
because of reluctance by the Administration and
Congress to impose new taxes, although this
reluctance appears to be recedingo



Assuming that such legislative internalization does
not occur, utilities nevertheless will go on selecting
resources which, after regulation, will still impose
significant environmental costs on society.. The util
ities and their regulatory commissions will assign
costs to these resources as a principal basis for their
selection.. In this resource selection process, it is
important that the environmental costs be counted..

There are two principal reasons why utilities and
regulatory commissions should consider environ
mental externalities in their resource selection
processes: (1) utilities are franchised monopolies
vested with a public interest which includes
environmental protection1; and (2) foreseeable
international, federal and state environmental laws
and regulations are likely to impose more stringent
environmental controls over the thirty to forty-year
life span of electric power plants, making it
imprudent for utilities to invest in resources which
will have to be abandoned or which will require
expensive environmentally-required retrofits$ It is
within the traditional role of utility regulatory
commissions to oversee utility public interest
obligations and to prevent imprudent investments..

It should be noted that when commissions require
consideration of environmental externalities in
utility' planning and resource selection, they are not
internalizing these costs but are merely affecting
prudent selection of new resources"

COSTS TO BE eLUD

Commissions and utilities that decide to consider
externalities face the daunting task of determining
those costs.. The first threshold question they must
face is what kind of costs to include.. Most of the
commissions that have addressed externalities have
determined that only environmental externality costs
should be included. However, the most thorough
study of externality costs, completed recently for the
European Economic Community, seeks to value im
pacts on employment and trade balance;

1 See, for example, the New York Environmental Quality ReviewAct
(SEQRA.), New lbrk Environmental Conservation La~ Section
8-0107 and its implementing regulation, 6 NYCRR, Part
617.9(c)(3), which require all state agencies to minimize or avoid
environmental impacts "to the maximum extent practicable."

depletion of non-renewable resources; public
subsidies and R&D expenditures; and "induced
public expenditures" such as defense costs; as well as
traditional environmental costs (Hohmeyer 1989)"

The most severe environmental costs imposed on
society by electric utility operations derive from the
risk of damages to human health and the environ
ment from air pollutants emitted by fossil fuel-fired
generation and from the radiation risks of nuclear
plant operations"

The environmental costs of electric utility air
pollutant emissions are significant The principal
culprits are the "greenhouse" gases, most signifi
cantly carbon dioxide (C02) emissions from the
burning of fossil fuels2; acid rain and its principal
precursors, sulphur dioxide (502) and nitrogen
oxides3; tropospheric ozone resulting from chemical
interactions of NOx and volatile organic compounds
in the presence of sunlight; and particulate
pollution, providing the medium for ingestion and
inspiration of toxic co-pOllutants..

Many of the above air pollutants react synergisti
cally, forming new chemical combinations after
release which react together to inflict increased
environmental damage" Furthermore, emission
damages from future power plants will be cumula
tive on top of the damages from pollutants already
emitted by existing plants. These synergistic and
cumulative effects should be considered, not just the
additive damages from each new pollutant

Radiation damage from uranium milling and
mining, the operation of nuclear power plants, the
risk of catastrophic accidents such as occurred at
Chernobyl and Three Mile Island, the risks of con
tamination from decommissioning nuclear plants,
disposal of mill tailings, high and low level nuclear
waste disposal, and the risk of impingement of fish
at nuclear facilities, all impose significant costs on

2 Electric utilities accounted for 33% ofnational CO2 emissions in
1988 (Machado and Piltz 1988).

3 Electric utilities in 1985 contributed 68% of national S02
emissions (16,204,000 tons of 23,699,000 tons nationally), and
33% of national NOx emissions (6,989,000 tons of 21,054,000
tons nationally). NationalAcidPrecipitationAssessmentProgram
(NPAP), Interim Assessment, Vol I (1987).
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control costs are that
"&'".o14Ci·h~·'1l"lIlC'h1n to the cost of

e of
bear little or no

manufacture the equipment and machinery, etc", at
each stage of the fabrication process" However, at
least the first generation costS· of construction and
tra:nsu1ort to the site of electric power fuel and
facilities and production costs of demand-saving or
renewable equipment should be consideredo

Having decided which costs to include and exclude,
the next a commission or
utility is how to calculate environmental externality
costs.. The first major issue is whether to use the
cost of damages on society by the resource,
or the costs of control or mitigation of the pollut
ants emitted by the resource0 There is considerable
difference on this subjectS

COSTING METHO OLOGIES

Control VS9 Costs

The of control costs are that data
is readily available and control costs are thus easier
to determine and more defensible.. An argument can
be made in the case of costs derived from legislative
standards that the level of protection has been
determined by the relevant agency e erts and the

tho h in fact standards tend to be
mJVJLJL~A""'!lJo.JLJLV in terms of their acceptability

rather than scientifically..

As a result of the relative ease of determining
control all state commissions that
have ordered consideration of environmental
.a."eT'l!"a.1l"'1l"1II"lI~'III4Bn1:7 costs to date have used control costs
both as the basis for quantification of such costs

where in the calculation of adders to the
cost of resources~6

5 Advocatinguse ofcontrol costs, see Chernick and Caverhill1989;
for damage costs, see EPRI 1988.

6 The Oregon Commission., however, has ordered its utilities to seek
to quantify damage costs in evaluating resource selections, Re
Least Cost Planning, UM 180, ORPSC Order No. 89-507 (April
2~ 1989), and the New York Commission has ordered a pooled
study by its utilities oftheir environmentalexternality damage costs,
NYpsc Case 28223, Electric Utility Conservation Programs,
Opinion and Order 89-15 (May 23, 1989).

society that are also largely unaccounted for under
current regulation$ A recent British report asserts
that the nuclear cycle emits carbon dioxide at levels

to fossil fuel plants (Hill 1990)$ In
addition to air pollution and radiation damages,
many electric service supply resources impose
societal costs from water pollution contamination,
land deprivation, agricultural losses (eog& from
flooding by dams) as well as waste disposal
contamination risks0 Electromagnetic field damage
has also been assertedo While these costs are
generally much less than air pollution and radiation
damages, nonetheless are significant enough to
merit considerationo

Environmental costs from electric utlllltY,....e:e:ner·ate:Q
air and water pollution emissions are often not
restricted to the state or country in which the
is located" Most state jurisdictions that have
addressed environmental costs have included
all costs to society, not just those the
'1'8'l11'i"'1C.'1111"i"·~nn in which a is locatedo4

considerations must be taken into
'll'7"l11'''II'II''lI''lIR environmental costs"

p emissions a
will incur

human health costs than a where the
emissions affect areas"
.ll1! .nr1'·1.("l11l1~ 1i"'II'1"t"4)I! aaIna!~e costs will be more Slj!:nlfilcall!

where emissions are on communi
ties rather than on urban areas" At the an
att(~mtlt should be made to differentiate -n"'!I~lI"l1't"'IIIn~

costs in urban and rural where nnc!c'§hldO;

emissions should be calculated unit of

Costs from the entire fuel should be con-
sidered and back-end
It is difficult to know how far to

of course" One could back IntJLnu:ely
O£'~"'MI"llt'll1hl'll"~t"lf the costs to from manu:taCt'urln2:
all the and to

4 Vennont is the exception, only out-ofstate
Tkrmont power plants which impacts on Vermont

g,f4"l."£-I~J::..I~ &-,ft-v Vermont Commission seems to be backingoff
this in its most recent proceedings. Vermont PSB, Re
Least-Cost Investments, Efficiency, Conservation and
Ma][la~t~me:ntof Demand for Docket No. 5330.



7 For a good discussion ofall the externality costingmethodologies,
their applications, advantages and disadvantages, see EPRI1988;
Freeman 1979; and, with respect to contingent valuation, Mitchell
and Carson 1989.

DAMAGE RISKMAJOR ISSUES
VALUATION

The major issues in risk valuation are:
(1) the measurement methodologies to be used,
involving use of market prices, revealed preference,
hedonic pricing, awards, and contingent VU""'&'Ut.A.VAJI.'lI

(2) allocating costs to (3) discount
rates and real value and (4) with
'lI1I1l'\I''lIoOriOl-i-n'h,1

Where impending legislative controls are reasonably
ascertainable (e.g.. the Clean Air Act amendments),
the effects of the new controls on damage costs
must be taken into account since when enacted the
pollutant costs covered will be internalized0 Of
course, if controls like scrubbers or bag houses are
required. by statutory or regulatory mandate, the
costs imposed on society by the
controlled will no longer be external COstS0

General Considerations

'It 70 1'11111111"1& n environmental the most
1iJ44,1t.&"""'J8,1iJ4_ is that it is the risk of damage that

reaulr~es ~''''''''VJLJLI..l.M..l&."''AV.II.A'lI rather assessment of
the damages themselves~ It is the cost of the risk to

health. and· the environment that is sought to
be defined and the costs which people are willing to

to avoid such risks or assume them..

For it would be inappropriate to measure
A.Ill.,lII.V'.Il. ~~,.&All.Y damages seeking to measure the value
of a human life, say by adding the reasonably
expected lost lifetime earnings of the individual or
individuals affected" The value would vary

with rich people valued more than
ones, and housewives and the

considered to be of value. But for each
individual or population of it would be
aD1JrODflate to measure the value of the risk posed
to their lives by determining what they would be

damages imposed on society by the relevant
ants and they seldom cover all the risks involved5

Statutory controls usually fall substantially short of
marginal damage costs since Western societies tend
to enact controls well below marginal damage costs
for political reasons..

Furthermore, control standards like the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards of the Clean Air
Act (40 U"S3C" Sec.. 7409) are adopted at a level to
protect the public health and welfare with "an
adequate margin of safety," often without regard to
the costs to society of health and welfare damages..
Some standards are set to protect the most sensitive
individuals in society, which would result in control
costs which might exceed damage costs.. And there
are many power plant pollutants for which no
standards have been set, such as CO2,,

The main advantage of using damage costs is that
they are the relevant costs to be considered~ It is the
damage to society, rather than the cost of controls,
that is sought to be addressed by incorporation of
environmental externality costs into utility resource
selection" Damage costs are useful as well for deter...

how much it is worth to institute
additional controls" While damage costs are difficult
to there are some scientific
studies.. Defense of a to these values
should be no more difficult than the
successful defense of EPA health and
standards which are based on similar kinds of
scientific studies..

aalna~~e costs is the
aerenOlm2 them.. Some

re$1~u12ltOlrv commissions
a,ge~nClles with environmental .QlV1"\o01!"1r1C';QI

like would have with
technical matters like valuation of human life and
non-monetarized costs like valuation of recreational
facilities"

Where studies exist
aalna~~e costs should be used since are most
relevant to the on society sought to be
measured" Where costs studies are inade-

as with then control costs
should be used as the best available far

to the zero valuation of ignoring these
costs..
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willing to pay to avoid the risk or what they would
be willing to be compensated to assume the risk&

Similarly, it is inappropriate to use only mitigation
costs as a measure of externality values. Adding up
the doctors' bills is inadequate, for example, in
valuing human health damages. Who among us
would be willing to incur the doctors' bills
associated with cancer or debilitating injury?

Also, it is not the damage to anyone individual (or
crop or animal) in society that is being valued, but
the risk to populations of individuals.. An event
which may kill or harm a very small number of
individuals may be very costly to them, but the
environmental costs to society imposed by the
resource will be insignificant This does not have
anything to do with the potential criminal or civil
liability for taking an individual life or the value
society places on every human being.. It has only to
do with valuation of risks to life for purposes of
influencing utility resource selections. The value of
the risk of loss to a very few individuals simply isn't
large enough to affect the economics of choosing
one kind of utility resource over another..

On similar principles, damage awards by a judge or
jury for particular environmental damages are
generally not very useful because, instead of valuing
before the fact risks to populations, they value the
harm to an individual for a known event Also,
particularly in the case of jury awards, they are not
scientifically derivedQ

Measurement Methodologies

Market prices, where available, are useful in deter
mining environmental damages~ Where it is known
that there is a 100% risk that a particular crop will
be affected a power and the extent of the
harm that will be imposed, one can multiply the
crop loss by the market value to obtain the
damages.. The risk and yield loss are seldom known
with certainty, however, and with large losses, the
market be affected by the loss*

vealed preference values are based on obseIVed
behaviofo They are derived from costs which
individuals have revealed by their actions that they
are willing to pay to avoid, or to be compensated for
suffering, environmental damages. Thus in the case
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of loss of fishing opportunities in a lake by reason
of acid deposition, travel costs to alternative fishing
areas might be used to value the damages. navel
costs fail to take into account values not encom
passed by the particular behavior measured, how
ever.. For example, travel costs would not accurately
value the destruction of a unique historic resource
even though there were other historic resources that
could be visitedll They may also fail to account for
characteristics, such as an individual's age or
income, that might prevent his or her traveling to
alternative sites*

Hedonic pricing uses market based prices to infer
prices of non-priced goods and services.. For
example, selling prices of comparable homes with
and without a scenic view can be compared to
determine the value of the scenic view.. Great care
must be exercised to determine that the values
compared are truly comparable&

Contingent valuation seeks to determine by surveys
the value assigned by individuals to avoid or be
compensated for an environmental hazard~ Great
care must be exercised to eliminate biases in the
framing of questions, and even then an individual's
expression ofwillingness to pay to avoid a hazard or
to be compensated for exposure to it may be
colored by strategic motivations to influence a
particular outcome.. Nevertheless, for many non
market effects, it is the only or best means of
valuing risks, and it can be used to value multiple
aspects of a complex risk without having to
separately value each attribute..

Allocation of Costs to Joint Projects

In allocating costs to joint projects, such as
cogeneration or waste to energy facilities, the most
important initial consideration is whether non
electricity purposes dominate the project. If the
project that would operate regardless of electric
generation, and the use of heat energy is the
project's dominant purpose, then none of the
environmental costs should be allocated to
production of electricity.

If non-electricity purposes do not dominate, then
the environmental costs can be allocated according
to the separable costs of each operation, the value
of the product of each process, the relative



importance of the purpose of the plant to each
process, the added emissions from electricity
production where that is calculable, or according to
the heat rate of each process. Since it is environ..
mental costs that are being valued, the use of
emission contributions is best where ascertainable.
This can be derived either directly or by determining
the amount of fuel used in producing each product,
or where this is difficult to ascertain, by allocation
according to heat rate.

Discount Rates and. Real Value Escalation

There is much controversy among economists and
the scientific and utility experts that have dealt with
the subject on what discount rate, if any, should be
applied to environmental externalities. Discount
rates are used to compare future economic benefits
and costs to today's benefits and costs. Low discount
rates weigh the future more heavily (and the present
less heavily) than high discount rates do. The
question is, what discount rate should be used in
economic analysis of environmental externalities?

Some experts maintain that the discount rate
applied by utilities to their capital investments
should be used as a matter of consistency and
because use of lower discount rates will undervalue
the present value of environmental costs from a
utility planning perspective.. They assert that all
utility resource selection decisions should be made
on the same financial basis and that the use of low
or zero discount rates place present damages too
low to have meaningful environmental influence on
utility resource selection decisions (Chernick and
Caverhill 1989)..

Others maintain that a zero discount rate should be
'll"U')I'lII"+-i~"III"l!11)11I"'1'l7 as to human life and

health risks as a matter of morality, because a life in
the future is as valuable as a present life (Shuman
and cavanagh 1984).. They maintain that sound
stewardship of the environment mandates that the
value we on future lives and other environ
mental assets be considered as highly as present
values.. Furthermore, they maintain -that discounting

rates higher than zero) double-counts future
risks since the calculation of risk itself already takes
into account events in the future that may diminish
the chances that the risk may not be realized. Lastly,

they assert that it is inappropriate to discount long
lasting risks, such as those from high level nuclear
wastes which pose risks for millennia.

Many economists adopt a middle ground, using a
social rate of time preference discount rate,8 usually
in the neighborhood of 3%, thus lower than utility
investment rates which approximate 6.5%, but
higher than a zero discount rate. Social discount
rates should be calculated from the time environ...
mental risk is created (DOE/BpnSl 1986).9 The
main reason asserted for using a social discount rate
rather than the utility discount rate is that the value
of environmental costs and benefits to the public is
being evaluated (and discounted), not the invest
ments of the utility.10

The reasons for rejecting a zero discount rate for
risks to human life and health are first, the assertion
that the value of damages decrease over time, and
second that a zero discount rate places the present
value of environmental damages much too low.. In
the extreme case, for example, few would be willing
to pay anything substantial for the risk of human
fatality 10,000 years from now ...- it is too remote
and it is likely that, long before that distant time,
technology will resolve the environmental threat (or
the world will be destroyed).. In a less extreme
example, if forced to choose between a risk of death
today and the same risk fifty years from now, it
seems likely that the delayed health risk would be
preferred (although if the issue were protecting
one's own life versus protecting the lives of one's
children, an individual might well choose the latter).
Use of discount rates higher than zero takes into
account the lesser values that may be put on future
risks..

8 The social rate of time preference (social discount rate) is the
rate at which society is willing to exchange consumption nowfor
consumption in the future. It reflects the ability of society to
remedy environmental hazards over time.

9 Pace 1990 uses both a 3% social discount rate and a 6.5% util
ity discount rate applied to all damage studies it reviewed.

10 For reasons similar to those stated above for the marginalprivate
rate ofreturn on investment (the cost ofcapital on which utility
discount rates are based), the opportunity cost of public
investment and the consumption rate ofinterest are notprefen-ed
since they measure investor and individualrisk costs andbenefits
rather than those ofsociety.
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IIJ""'JII,.JI.w.~.III.'IU'JII,Ji, control standards as for incorporating
costs in utility resourceaccurate

selections..

STATE !NCO ORATI OF
ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES

1:':re:sel1lti:v Used Meth.ods11

The used by states to
incorporate environmental externality costs include:
quantitative, qualitative, rate of and avoided
cost consideration.. These meth logies have been

the states in anning, bidding and
other resource selection determinations ..
Collaborative between utilities, state
agencies and interventors for determination of
environmental costs and their application have also
been but with little success,; In
several innovative methodologies have been

for incorporation of environmental
externalities in and resource
selection which no state has adoptedll

Orders for ConsideratioDe Of the remarkable
number of state service
commissions or that have taken some
action to environmental
costs~ nineteen have issued orders or passed.

lation their utilities to take into
account these costs in planning and/or bidding;
'three states have such orders ding (meaning that
a proceeding has been established and
,jWj,-~"""""".iI'&Jli'I."" are under way or an Administrative Law

decision is or has been issued and is
O'll'il:l0'ilT<i1l"'l>1f'lr commission and four states have
orders for consideration of environmental
externalities under active consideration (meaning

the

Advocates of a discount rate higher than zero also
assert that the moral issue largely has been passed
once it is determined to put dollar values on human
life and health risks II Then the question is how to
determine those values.. Placing lower values on
future lives than on present ones, they assert, takes
into account the lesser willingness of the public to
pay for damages far into the future and the
likelihood that the risks will be alleviated during

time n~1r"'8n/"iC'

Real value escalation estimates the increases in
at will take place over time in environmental

and energy resources, due to" ation and increased
scarcity of finite resources.. Real value escalation
must be used in environmental externalities..

Valuation of all environmental costs
must deal with a considerable
Often wide of costs are advanced in different
studies II An is the enormous of
nuclear accident These
uncertainties should be dealt with showing the
full of costs in the studies reviewed and their

and A
reasonable within the of the studies
must be selected and the rationale for the
selection~

the environmental
costs of most electric

utili nerated §J'V'Jl.JI."~J!.'<lJJl.Jl',. can be estimated.. The
uncertainties involved are no than
the of nnlh,i-'1!"'li"Ii standards aa.()Pt~~a

federal. and state
to avoid risk to human health

and the environmentW or i1with a reasonable
of ~ as the environmental

11 In the categories listed and in the following discussion ofstate
treatment, there is overlap," thus, New York is listed as having
quantitative, rate of return, avoided cost (by statute),
collaborative, planning and bidding consideration.

ueattnentby thestates ofenvironmentalexternalities ispresented
graphically in Tables 1 and 2 at the end of this section. The
sources for the state incorporation statistics which follow are
detailed in the Pace 199~ Chapter X Appendix which outlines
state-by-state treatment actions and statutory references. See also
the Incorporation References, infra

§JJi,~' ~'V''lh'''~.Il.1U'Ji,.il. statutes~

The with use of environmental to
determine electric costs is that too
few of these have been valued t:'<r1I~lt.n"lII~i'"ah:l

Since it is the to that are sought to
be valued research is
needed in this area.. Reliable dam

to accurate VVAA~"JIl."-J'AA



24% of scoring or avoided cost),
calculated at 10405 cents/kWh total environmental
externality costs, based on a coal-firedtant meeting
new source performance standards"1 These same
environmental costs must be used in valuing
demand-side management (DSM) investments in
integrated resource planning"16 The PSC has also
ordered all New York utilities to doa pooled study,
with participation of outside experts and public

to the environmental
costs of from their 17

a noncombustion has
aa()Dtt~a for of all resource

aCQ1U1S1t1C~ns, so that a non-combustion source that
costs 15% more than a combustion source will be
considered on a with the this is

QU~:Ultatl"e test consideration
of ~ ~

resources must be valued a
reaulr1emlent that carbon dioxide emissions will have
to be reduced to 80% of their 1985 level 2000
and 50% in the run..19

15 See NY PSC Case 88G E-241, Proceeding on Motion of the
Commission (established in Opinion 88..15) as to the
guidelines for bidding to meet future electric capacity needs
'of & Rockland Utilities, Inc., Order Issuing a Final
EnvironmtmtalImpactStatementandAdoptingStaffsResponse
to Agency COmTnents (March 24, 1989).

16 Formats and Guidelines for July 23, 1990 DSM Plan Filing
in Case 29223, NYDepartment ofPublic Service Staff(February
23, 1990). The Guidelines provide:

Environmental benefits are to be explicitly quantified in the total
resource cost test The Staff estimates of environmental costs,
developed initially in, the electric capacity bidding cases, should
be used in the assessments for the July 23, 1990plan.

The environmental benefits to be used are:
1.4 energy efficiency.
0.9 cents/kwh for programs that are aimed at peak clipping
0.4 cents/kwh for programs that are aimed at load shifting.

17 NYPSC Case 28223, Electric Utility Conservation Programs,
and Order 89-15 (May 23, 1989).

18 'WI PUC Re Advance Plans, Docket 05-EP-5, 102 EU.R 4th
245 (April 4 1989).

19 WI Stat. Ann. Sec. 144.385-389 (1989). Wisconsin Acid Rain
legislation also requires utilities to cut 1980 levels of sulphur
dioxide emissions by 50% by 1993 (Cohen 1989)," while not
directly used in valuation, this statute is relevant (by internalizing
some ofthe costs ofacid rain).

Az:, CA, cq DC, ID, KA, .&lA, MICH, N1( NI,
NY; OB, OR, PA, LX; VA, VI; JVl,o Statute.o

ALSK. have
more atensive C4, .&lA., MICH).
C1; lA, MN.

Under con-
sideration: DC, MD, MICH.

Orders: CA, CO, NI, NY; OR, VI; M
C1; AlA. (CA, limited order: more extensive order

that an explicit statement has been made the
commission that it intends to consider externali
ties)..12 One state, illinois, has considered and
explicitly the of
environmental externalities..13

Quantitative ConsideratioD* consider
ation involves establishment of dollar values for
environmental costs by a commission itself or
utilities under commission order.. The values calcu
lated are then added to the cost of resources in the
selection process, or used in a resource
system" Some commissions use a proxy percentage
adder to polluting resources or a percentage credit
to non...polluting resources or both..

Thirteen states have adopted or have
quantitative orders pending or under active
consideration: Seven states Bonneville Power
Administration and the Northwest Power
t'la.nDJLnj! Council have acted to consider
environmental externality costs or use
a proxy adder to these costs.. 1Wo states
have such orders and three
states have them under active consideration..14

The New York Public Service Commission
has been the in 'lII'I!"llr~n'il"'11!"!I>Ar''!1''n1l"1i''li''tl" n'lll1Hrl'l!"lli"llh.c~rl

environmental its utilities
to about 15% of total bid evaluation ~r>""Ii.'il"''lII'liI''ltd''l1

to environmental costs

12 Orders:

Under con-
sideration: H'U{ ME, MD, MOm"

13 The Illinois Commerce COlnmission a recom-
mendation that environrnental be quantified as part

statewide energy planning process. Re Colnpr'ehe:nsi'-ve
Electric Energy Plan, Docket No. 89-0034, Slip at 33
(October ~ 1989). The discussion
environmental externalities in but does

their 1989).
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In Oregon, while the commission has not quantified
environmental externality damage costs, it has
ordered the utilities to do so "to the fullest extent
practicable" and to indicate ranges of costs where
definite damage costs cannot be determined.. The
utilities are required to consider these damage costs
in resource selection.20

Qualitative Consideration. Nine states presently
have ordered or have under consideration orders
that their utilities take into account environmental
externality costs in planning and/or resource
selection, without specifying how they are to be
calculated or considered.i1

Rate of Return Consideration. Rate of return
consideration involves an award by a commission of
an increased rate of return to utilities, either on
particular non-polluting resource investments
(usually DSM and/or renewables or resource
recovery plants), or on their total investments, as an
incentive for their installation of non-pOlluting
resources.. While DSM incentives are not necessarily
adopted primarily to capture environmental exter
nality costs, but rather to make DSM investments as
profitable as supply investments, most commissions
cite environmental benefits as one of the reasons for
their adoption.. Where this is so, we have included
the incentives in this compilation"

Nine states give rate of return consideration to
environmental externality costs; Oklahoma does so
for resource recovery plants only,,22

Washington and Montana have statutes providing a
2% additional rate of return on energy conservation
investments and Connecticut a 5% DSM rate of
return adder, citing environmental externality costs

20 Re Least Cost Planning UM 18G, OR PSC Order No. 89-507
(April 20, 1989).

21 Ordered: A~ MN, NJ{ OB, OR, PA, 'IX;
Under con-
sideration: ME, MO.
WISconsin uses qualitative consideration after applying a 15%
non-combustion credit/adder. See note 18, supra

22 Orders: ID, KA, HI, NY, OK, WI
Statutes: C1; MONT, WA;
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as a justification; Kansas gives a .5% to 2.0%
increased rate of return on renewable and
conservation resources. The Idaho Commission has
announced that in future rate cases it will take into
account utility conservation efforts in determining
the allowed rate of return on total investments.. The
Wisconsin Commission experimentally has allowed
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. to earn an additional
1% rate of return for each 125 MW peak reduction
achieved by efficiency investments. New York has
adopted, as a temporary DSM incentive, the return
of lost revenues from DSM investments plus a
performance-based incentive.

Avoided Cost Consideration. Seven state legislatures
or commissions have required, or are considering
requiring, valuation of avoided cost at a premium
over utility-calculated avoided power plant capacity
and energy costs, to help account for environmental
externalities.23

Thus, New Jersey has established avoided cost under
the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act24 (PURPA)
at 10% over the regional power pool's energy billing
rate to reflect the potential cost savings to society
from the presumably more environmentally benign
ttqualifying facilities" (as defined in PURPA). The
Virginia Commission requires addition of 15% to a
utility's avoided cost submission, also based on
societal costs.

Collaborative Consideratiofill Six states are involved
in collaborative efforts between utilities, state
regulators and intervenors, to determine how
environmental externality costs will be calculated

23 Ordered: ALSK, ID, MICH, NJ, NY; VA;
Pending: /A
In New lVrk; the State Legislature, citing environmental
considerations, set a statutory 6 cents/Kwh PURPA avoided cost
rate, which is above most utility-calculated avoid costs,· FERC
voided application of this rate, interpreting PURPA to prohibit
reimbursement in excess of avoided cost. Many state commis
sions objected to this decision as an unwarranted usurpation of
state rights. The FERC decision is being appealed, and one of
the FERC commissioners has stated that application of the
decision to othersituations would be decided on a generic basis.

24 The Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978, 16 U.S. C.
2601 et. seq.



and incorporated,,25 None of these efforts has yet
come to fruition, and a recent collaborative DSM
effort in California resulted in inability of the
parties to agree on externality values or
incorporation methodologies..26

Planning Consideration. lWenty-one states have
required or are contemplating consideration of
environmental externality costs in least cost
planning, as well as the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) and the Northwest Power
Planning Council; twelve states have present
requirements, and nine states have requirements
pending or under consideration,,27

Bid Evaluation Considerationo Seven states and
BPA have or are considering a requirement to take
into account environmental externality costs in
evaluating bid scores,,28 Three state commissions
have provided for specific points to be assigned in
bid evaluations to account for environmental
externality costs (NY, NJ & CO), but only New
York's effort is substantiat

Thbles 1 and 2 summarize present state treatment of
environmental externalities" Detailed references for
each state are contained in the Pace 1990 Chapter
X See also, Incorporation References,

~1rK'Iil"n~;I:)iIl'1I !!1ru'Il'n~'llA"'II1§'4I~:llI1tiil1~1I1II Methods

Environ.mental Dispatch& Environmental dispatch
involves a commission order to a utility or to a

to dispatch environmentally benign

25 CT; lA, MD, MA, NY; VI:

26 California Energy Commission et. al January, 1990. An Energy
hfnciency BJluep1nnt for California: of the Statewide
Collaborative Process atp. 68. Sacramento, California.

27 Ordered: Az:, CA, DC, NT{NY; ON, OR, PA, TX, JiVI,.
Statute: ALSK
Pending: C1; MA, MN, VI:
Under con-
sideration: HU{ MIeN, ME, Mo, MONT; NH (sta1.),

28 Orders: CO (by fuel type), NI, NY
Pending: Cr; MA, VI:
Under con
sideration: MD

resources ahead of more polluting resources, even
though the latter may cost less ...- Of, more likely,
dispatCh on a basis of total least cost, including
environmental costs in the least cost determination"

No states currently are employing environmental
dispatch as a means of incorporating environmental
externality costs; however, Wisconsin's recently
enacted acid rain statute (Note 19) includes
environmental dispatch among the compliance
optiOns for meeting the 502 and NOx standards
establishedll29

Environmental dispatch has the advantages of
maximizing the alleviation of environmental
damages and costs and of displacing production
from existing power plants which are universally the
most heavily polluting, thus encouraging their early
closure" All the methods presently adopted by states
to incorporate environmental externality costs
address only resource selection to meet new capacity
or new energy needs..30

The Ohio Office of Consumers' Counsel did a
recent study of cleaning up the state's very
substantial contribution of acid rain precursors,
finding that a combination of "Least Emissions
Dispatching" and aggressive investment in energy

. efficiency could prevent increases in 802' reduce
cleanup costs by more than 60% and reduce
cumulative costs for electric energy services by as
much as $3 billion through 2005 (Centolella 1988).
A model has been developed for analyzing the
environmental cost benefits of environmental
dispatch,,31 Bonneville Power Administration's
production models and resources planning models
are capable of analyzing environmental dispatCh but
are usually run to determine lowest system for
social cost of meeting loads; the Cornell Carnegie
Mellon model developed to model New York utility

29 WISC. Stats. Ann., Sees. 144.385-144.387; See also, Sees. 15.347,
16.02

30 In New lVrk; the Commission did require inclusion of life
extension of existing plants in its mandated bidding regime. It
also stated that the cost of existing plants would be compared
to the prices bid for new resources to determine the
appropriateness ofcontinuing their operations.

31 Heslin and Hobbs 1989.
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Table llO Status ofState Actions Incorporating Environmental Externality Costs

o - Incorporation Ordered
P - Incorporation Order Pending
U - Under Consideration
N - No Action

ISTATE

I~~~~~A I XI I I X11 ~~e:~~KA XI
IARIZONA I X I I I I INEW HAMPSHIRE I I I I X

H B I H niH X I IARKANSAS n e a X 12 NEW JERSEY • a

CALIFORNIA , X I I I INEW MEXICO I I I I X I ICOLORADO X NEW YORK X
CONNECTICUT I IX I I INORTH CAROLINA I I I X

I

DELAWARE I I X I INORTH DAKOTA I I I I X I
DISRTICT OF COLUMBIA IX I I I OHIO I X I I I I
FLORIDA X OKLAHOMA • X

IGEORGIA I I I X I IOREGON X I I I
HAWAII I I I XI I IPENNSYLVANIA I X,I· I I. ~ 'I I

I

IDAHO IX I I I I IRHODE ISLAND .
ILLINOIS . X SOUTH CAROLINA
INDIANA I I I X I ISOUTH DAKOTA I I I X I

I IOYA I I X I I I ITEXAS )( I

I
KANSAS IX I I I II. TENNESSEE I XKENTUCKY X UTAH X

LOUISIANA I I I X I VERMONT I ~ I I I
IMAINE I I X i IVIRGINIA I A

:~~~~~~~SETTS IX I IX I I~I~:;~I~~~~~NIA I I I ~ I
MICHIGAN I X I I I 12 WISCONSIN i X I I
MINNESOTA I XI I . I WYOMING X I

I
MI SS ISS IPP I I 1 I X 13~-==~====m~-~-==+=moo=~mm+1~MISSOURI X SPA

IMONTANA -' I I X I ! !NWPPC LJJ
This table is derived from the references in Pace 1990, Appendix to

Section X. See References,

1 Established

2 Order issued to consider externalities; implementation pending.

:3 Commission has stated that it may consider externalities.
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Table 2(1 1Jpe ofAction by States Acting to Incorporate Environmental Externality Costs

o - Incorpa Ordered
P - Incorpa Order Pending
U - Under Consideration
QN- Quantitative Cons ida
QL- Qualitative Consida
ROR- Rate Consideration

AC - Avoided Cost Cons ida
ED - Environmental Dispatch
C - Collaborative Action
PL - Planning Consideration
B - Bidding Consideration
L - Legislative Action

state QN QL ROR AC ED C PL B Comment

LSK 0 L
Z 0 0

CA OP U c* 0 *Collab .. ended
0 0* 0* *by fuel type
T p L* C P P *5% ROR adder
C U 0

U
1D 0 0
IA P C

p 0
E U U
D U C U

p* C P P *DSM Evaluations
ICH U 0 U

'* 0 P *Law caps S02
T U L* U *2% adder for DSM
V 0 L L
H L* *Law under consid~

J 0 0 0
y 0 0 L C 0 0
H 0 0
K 0* *ROR, trash only

R'* 0 0 0 *Law caps CO2
A 0* 0* *Not implemented
X 0 0
T p* C p* p* *ALJ proposed order
A 0* *15% DSM adder to AC
A L* *2% ROR law for DSM
I 0 0 U 0
PA L L U

PPC L L

A
A

c
C
D
HW

KA
M
M
MA
M
MN
M
N
N
N
N
o
o
o
P
T
V
V
W
W
B
NW

This table is derived from the references in Pace 1990, Appendix to
Section X0 See also, Incorporation References, infra..
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emission impacts could also accommodate
environmental dispatch (Pace 1990).

Rankingo The Center for Global Change at the
University of Maryland has worked out an
innovative ranking and weighting methodology for
evaluating environmental externality costs.3Z·The
problems with all ranking systems, however, is that
their accuracy must inevitably be judged on the
degree to which they approximate costs. Th the
extent that they depart from costs, they produce
significant ranking and cost distortions. Using the
best cost data available is easier to understand and
can be varied more readily as new cost data becomes
available.

"Environmental LeUR" "Environmental LCUP" is
an innovative concept for incorporation of environ
mental externalities proposed by Florentin Krause
of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.33 Under the
proposal, emission reduction targets would be set
for principal power plant pollutants like CO2, 502'
NOx and particulates, and the utilities would be
required to meet these targets in a least cost
manner. As an enforcement mechanism, utilities
could receive a positive rate of return incentive for
meeting or exceeding the targets and a negative
incentive for failing to meet them.. Wisconsin's new
acid rain law, referred to above (Note 19), comes as
close as any state has to this proposed methodology
of setting emission standards which utilities have to
meet at least cost

The advantage of "Environmental LCUP" is that it
avoids the necessity for calculating environmental
externality costs and is designed to achieve specific
emission reduction targets.. It lends itself well to
valuing hard to calculate regional and global
externalities. The disadvantage is that it ?"Al'1i'lB"Illl1l"',Qt"

calculation of the emission reduction targets, a

32 Vermont Public Service Board, Application of lWenty-four
Electric Utilities...for a Certificate of Public Good
Authorizing Execution and Performance of a Firm Power and
Energy Contract with Hydro-Quebec and a Hydro-Quebec
Participation Agreement, Docket No. 5330, testimony ofDr..
Susan Hedman, ProfessorAlan S. Miller andDr. Irving Mintzer
(January 11, 1990).

33 Least Cost Planning Training Workshop, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, February 2, 1990.
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calculation of the emlSSIon reduction targets, a
calculation with which commissions may have as
much trouble as environmental externality costs and
which may be viewed as invading legislative
prerogatives. However, the Environmental LCUP
can be used for hard-to-value resources only, using
more readily established values for other resources.
For example, Environmental LCUP might be used
for CO2 costing, requiring for example a 20%
reduction in a least cost manner, while using
conventional methods for valuing other pollutants..

Assessment of Environmental Costs Against
Resources and Creation of a Pollution Mitigation
Fund~ An innovative proposal by former Maine
Public Utilities Commissioner, David Moskovitz,
would charge resource owners with the quantified
environmental costs of each resource selected and
deposit the proceeds in a Pollution Mitigation Fund,
thus internalizing the environmental costs.. This
proposal has the enormous advantage of making
resource owners pay the costs of the environmental
damages they impose on society instead of just using
these costs in resource selection.. It would also
create a very substantial fund which could be used
for environmental mitigation, and promotion of use
of environmentally benign renewable resources and
marginally cost-effective DSM programs. It may be
beyond the statutory authority ofmany commissions,
although the New York Commission did require its
utilities to devote ..25% of gross revenues to
establish a fund for DSM research and
experimentation..34

RECO~NDATIONSFOR

INCORPORATION
There h~ not yet been sufficient experience with
incorpgrating environmental externality costs under
any of the statutes or state commission orders
des~ribed above to be able to ascertain from them
wl.l'.\t methodology will work best Considering all
the pros and cons of the various proposals, our
recommendations are as follows:

34 N. Y Public Service Commission, Case 28223, Opinion and
Order 84-15, Requiring the Development of Consetvation
Programs, May 21, 1984.



t. Environmental externality costs should be
incorporated in all utility planning, bidding and
other resource selection;

2.. Quantified environmental externality costs
should be used, based on damage costs where
adequate valuation studies are available,
otherwise based. on control costs;

3. A major research effort is critically important to
better determine environmental damage costs.

4" Rate of return incentives should be provided for
acquisition of energy efficiency resources, such
that a kWh saved will be as profitable as a kWh
sold (this may require decoupling profits from
sales as well as an incentive);

5" Environmental externalities should be included
in setting avoided costs;

6.. Environmental costs should be internalized byan
assessment against resources selected, to be
placed in a Pollution Mitigation Fund;

7" Testing should be performed of environmental
dispatch to determine the environmental and rate
payer effects, and testing should also be
performed of "Environmental LCUP" for use
with respect to hard-to...quantify pollution costs"

NEXT STEPS

Environmental externality valuation is still at an
early stage of development.. Much research is needed
to get firm and defensible costing figures.. The
Department of Energy and the Environmental
Protection Agency should perform a thorough study
of quantifying environmental damage costs, on a
scale comparable to the Congressionally mandated
National Acid (NPAP) study
of acid rain impacts and damages. The research area
requiring greatest attention is dose-response
relationships"

While twenty-six state jurisdictions (as well as the
Bonneville Power Administration and Northwest
Power Planning Council) have started to consider
environmental externalities, many of their efforts are
tentativeo A great deal of experimentation is needed
on the various means of incorporation that have
been attempted and proposed. A concerted effort

should be made to exchange information among
state commissions and utilities and to get other
commissions started incorporating environmental
externalities. It is heartening that the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC) has taken a major interest in this area
and is holding a national conference on the subject
in October, 1990, in Jackson Hole, Wyoming..

Exchange of information is also needed among
environmental costing experts, requiring a unique
collaboration of economists, scientists and utility
experts. The Pace University Center for Environ
mental Legal Studies and Fraunhofer Institut are
holding an international costing conference in the
Fall, sponsored by the German Marshall Fund of
the United States and the Daimler-Stiftung Founda
tion. Academic, utility (EPRI, ORI, etco) and
government research institutes should devote major
efforts to both quantification and incorporation
issues.
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